The main goal of this study is to develop more appropriate ways to study variation between corpus data instantiating a linguistic standard or target on the one hand, and corpus data that are compared to that standard or that represent speakers that may aspire to approximate the target (such as second-language or foreign-language learners). Using the example of SLA/FLA research, we first briefly discuss a highly influential model, Granger's (1996) Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (CIA) and the extent to which much current research fails to exploit the model to its full potential. Then, we outline a few methodological suggestions that, if followed, can elevate corpus-based analysis in SLA/FLA to a new level of precision and predictive accuracy. Specifically, we propose and exemplify how the inclusion of statistical interactions in regressions on corpus data can highlight important differences between native speakers (NS) and learners/non-native speakers (NNS) with different native linguistic (L1) backgrounds. Second, we develop a two-step regression procedure that answers one of the most important questions in SLA/FLA research -"what would a native speaker do?" -and, thus, allows us to study systematic deviations between NS and NNS at a unprecedented degree of granularity. Both methods are explained and exemplified in detail on the basis of over 5000 uses of may and can produced by NS of English and French and Chinese learners of English.
Introduction

Corpus studies in SLA/FLA: the state of the art and central questions/desiderata
The study of second/foreign language acquisition/learning is currently one of the most livelyresearched areas in corpus linguistics, which is in large part due to (i) the many pertinent corpus resources that have become available over the past 15 or so years and (ii) the on-going development of frameworks that shape and focus our analytical views and strategies on corpus data. Both of these reasons have been particularly influenced by the work of the research group run by Granger at the Catholic University of Louvain: the corpus resources they have created or whose creation they have overseen and the theoretical proposals they have put forward. One particularly influential framework is Granger's (1996) Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (CIA). According to Granger (1996:44) , CIA can be summarized as in Figure 1 , where CIA involves both the comparison of native language (NL) to interlanguage (the left side of Figure 1 ) and the comparisons of different ILs of the same language (the right side of Figure 1 ). Some of the central goals are to "uncover factors of 'foreign-soundingness'" (Granger 1996:43) , which of course requires that the corpora involved in the relevant comparisons be comparable. The analysis of foreign-soundingness involves "bring [ing] out the words, phrases, grammatical items or syntactic structures that are either over-or underused by the learner" (Granger 2002:132 Figure 1 . CIA as per Granger (1996:44) . NL = native language, IL = interlanguage, E1 = English as an L1, E2 = English as a foreign language (FL), E2 l = English as a foreign language by speakers with l as L1
In other words, learners' linguistic choices are not completely in line with NS choices, as Krzeskowski (1990:206) points out:
In either case the learner deviates in plus or minus from a certain statistical norm which characterizes native performance in a particular language. To ascertain such an error [though see below], one has to perform a quantitative contrastive study of texts written by native users of a particular language and by a non-native user of the same language and compare the frequencies of use of the investigated forms. (quoted from Granger 1996:45) Granger herself adopts a more nuanced picture, clarifying -correctly, we think -that over-or underuses need make up, or contribute to, the "foreign-soundingness even in the absence of downright errors" (Granger 2004:132, our emphasis) . This approach has been very influential and has led to a wealth of results. A case in point is Cosme (2008) , who discusses (crosslinguistic) transfer-related issues based on the over-/underuses of adverbial and adnominal present/past participle clauses by French-and Dutch-speaking learners of English.
In spite of the successful application of this perspective/method to (native and learner) corpus data, we believe that, methodologically speaking, CIA and related approaches underutilize corpus data to a considerable degree. While Granger (1996:45) herself recognizes that " [t] he contrastive investigation of raw frequencies [is …] undoubtedly the least sophisticated type of quantitative comparison," most studies have done just that: comparing frequencies of use of x in NL to frequencies of x in IL(s). Such studies can certainly be revealing, yes, but they often run the risks of relying on rather decontextualized frequencies of use and on rather coarsegrained analyses of what exactly makes learners choose a particular way of expression. Thus, such studies also run the risks of making hasty claims regarding how learners' L1s or nonlinguistic determinants (such as teaching (styles)) affect foreign-soundingness (see Aijmer 2002 for an example, and Gilquin & Paquot 2007 for discussion) .
By way of an interim summary, it seems that, while CIA does not in principle exclude the use of much more sophisticated analytical approaches, the way researchers have worked within CIA is in need of some new impulses. Based on work in other linguistic sub-disciplines and some other ideas/developments, we will outline some suggestions as to how the corpus-based analysis of IL can be brought to new levels of both comprehensiveness and detail. These suggestions go beyond much previous work in that they help address the following five questions, which we believe are central to SLA/FLA research and to whose pursuit this paper contributes:
i.
what are the factors that determine a particular linguistic choice by (both NS and NNS)? ii. what are the differences between the NL data and the IL data in how the above factors affect the linguistic choice? iii.
what are the differences between the different IL varieties in how the above factors affect the linguistic choices? iv.
how much does the behavior of the NNS resemble that of the NS's target language/variety (considering a whole range of factors simultaneously) ? v. what are the areas where the behavior of the NNS exhibits the largest difference from that of the NS's target language (again, considering a large number of factors at the same time)?
1 Let us begin with the first three questions, which bring us back to the "massive statistical research" called for by Krzeszowski (1990:212 , plus recall the above quote). Question i points to the first major way in which corpus-based SLA/FLA research should evolve: it must become multifactorial. Much of linguistics has begun to explore linguistic choices on the basis of large data sets that are (i) annotated for many different linguistic and contextual features and (ii) analyzed with correspondingly comprehensive multifactorial statistical procedures that have, since Gries (2000 Gries ( , 2003a , become particularly commonplace in the study of alternation phenomena, (cf. Grondelaers et al. 2002 , Szmrecsanyi 2006 for additional examples). More boldly, an analysis of phenomenon x in NL and IL that is only based on mere over-/underuse counts rather than the, say, 15 factors that we know influence x in NL can impossibly be really as revealing as a study that takes factors from many different levels of linguistic analysis into consideration. Unfortunately, such multifactorial statistical analyses of corpus data are yet to be widely adopted in SLA research 2 -rather, there is still a preponderance of studies that underutilize all the contextual information provided by learner corpora despite the probably uncontroversial fact that learners' lexical and constructional choices are determined by multiple factors (cf. for recent exceptions Deshors 2010 .
Once multifactorial studies are performed, they need to be of a kind that addresses question ii, which means they must involve systematic and rigorous tests of how the 15 factors known to affect x play out in NL data and how, if at all, the 15 factors play out differently in learner data? This immediately leads to question iii and, thus, to something central to CIA: not only must we compare systematically and rigorously how the 15 factors known to affect x affect x differently in NL as opposed to IL, but we must also make analogous comparisons between different ILs. These considerations lead to the second major way in which corpus-based SLA/FLA research should evolve: it must involve the study of relevant interactions, a notion that will be discussed in detail below in Section 3.
Let us now turn to the last two questions, which, in some sense, should perhaps be the most important ones for the contrastive (IL) type of analyses. As mentioned above, much of the traditional CIA work involves the (reasonable) assumption that the native and learner corpora have to be somewhat comparable and then base their analysis of differences between NL and IL on the different frequencies with which the phenomenon in question occurs in the NL and IL corpora.
While still the dominant approach, this approach is in fact severely lacking. The most extreme objection to this strategy would be to argue that over-/underuse counts per se do not even speak to the issue because any over-/underuse by a learner may be due to the learner being more/less often in linguistic/contextual situations requiring the supposedly over-/underused choice. What one really needs to know was already mentioned more than two decades ago: one needs to be "comparing/contrasting what non-native and native speakers of a language do in a comparable situation" (Pery-Woodley 1990:143, quoted from Granger 1996:43, our emphasis). Thus, most previous research has so far adopted a very lax interpretation of "in a comparable situation," namely the interpretation that the corpora are comparable because the NS and the NNS were in a similar language-production setting.' It is easy to see that this seems quite unrealistic: for example, the choice of the modal verbs can vs. may is determined by 15 or so different factors F 1-15 including syntactic characteristics of the clause and various morphological and semantic features of the subject (see Table 2 below), and maybe also by the circumstances of production, which we may call register. Thus, the traditional interpretation of "in a comparable situation" leads to the somewhat absurd assumption that we compare uses of NS and NNS that are completely different in terms of F 1-15 and only share the single factor that they were produced in an essay-writing situation in school. This practice does of course not even come close to doing justice to the complexity of the many factors that determine any linguistic choice and is certainly not what Pery-Woodley (1990) must have had in mind.
Given all this, our proposal as to how questions iv and v should be studied involves a much more fine-grained understanding of "comparable situation": situations that the NS and the NNS are in are comparable when they are similar/identical with regard to the features F 1-n that govern a particular phenomenon. That is, using the above example of can vs. may, we should look at NSs' choices of can vs. may when the subject is animate, singular, when the clause is interrogative, … and then compare this to NNSs' choices of can vs. may when the subject is animate, singular, when the clause is interrogative, … In this view, "comparable situation" is now defined much more comprehensively in terms of linguistic/contextual features, and the traditional decontextualized over/-underuse counts give way to what we think should be one of the fundamental questions of SLA/FLA research: "in a situation S, characterized by features F 1-n that the learner is now in, what would a native speaker do (and is that what the learner ended up doing)?" From this perspective, it is obvious how lacking mere over-/underuse counts are: If a learner used may 10% less often in a corpus file than a native speaker did, that discrepancy may be completely due to individual cases where closer inspection would reveal that, in many of these specific situations, a native speaker would also not have used may. Maybe the learners even wrote about the same topic as the native speaker but used more negated clauses than the native speaker. Negation is inversely correlated with the use of may so the fact that the learner used may 10% less often than the native speaker says nothing about proficiency regarding can/may or over-/underuse as it is traditionally used -that 10% difference is completely due to the learners' use of negations and, crucially, had the native speaker chosen negations as well, he would have exhibited the same perceived dispreference of may. In Section 4, we will outline and exemplify a two-step regression procedure that will allow corpus linguists to address questions iv and v by asking "what would a native speaker do in the exact situation the learner is in?" and "how do native speaker choices differ from what the learners did?"
1.2
Our example: the use of may and can in native and learner English As an example to discuss our two corpus-based statistical strategies, we will use the above example of modal verb choice. This is a fitting example because modality is a semantic field that different languages carve up in different ways and that therefore gives rise to many potentially conflicting form-function mappings, which poses particular challenges to English as a second language (ESL) / English as a foreign language (EFL) learners. The case in point is the contrast between the modal verbs may and can, which can express different but overlapping meanings of possibility, permission, and ability (cf., e.g., Leech 1969 , Coates 1983 ), but we are really only using it here as a platform for the methodological discussion; Deshors (2010) and Deshors & Gries (to appear) discuss the linguistic aspect in much more detail.
Corpus-based studies on modal verbs in native English such as Leech (2004) showed that the uses of modal forms can be distinguished based on their linguistic contexts since characteristics of their contexts correlate with speakers' choices of one modal form over the other. More specifically and in a way that strikingly aligns with our plea for multifactorial analyses, Klinge & Müller (2005:1) argued that, in order to capture modal meaning, analyses must "cut across the boundaries of morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics and all dimensions from cognition to communication are involved." This argument has also been made in the context of learner language. For example, Guo (2005) noted that "modal verbs do not occur randomly but with a strong tendency to co-occur with other lexical or grammatical words to form a systematic relationship within a wider environment", but also demonstrates that these co-occurrence patterns present an acquisitional challenge for English learners: "[non-native] writers are not found to be able to understand the colligational requirement and the semantic prosody of a particular pattern even though the forms are correctly produced" (Guo 2005:23) .
Fittingly for our present purposes, the study of modality in general, or the modal verbs may and can in particular, requires an approach that integrates a variety of linguistic factors from different levels of linguistic analysis. It is, therefore, a prime example of the kind of study that stands to benefit from the multifactorial approach advocated above. However, most existing corpus-based work on modals in IL does not pursue such a strategy. For example, Aijmer (2002) analyzed advanced learners' use of key modal words based on a corpus of Swedish English writers. She adopted Granger's ICM framework and compared the frequencies of some key modal words. With regard to the modal auxiliaries specifically, she conducted two comparisons that involve NNS with different linguistic backgrounds. In the first, she compared the frequencies of occurrence of one group of modals in native English and advanced SwedishEnglish IL; in the second, she compared the frequencies of occurrence of a second group of modals in Swedish, French and German learner English and NS English. Overall, Aijmer's (2002) study revealed that advanced learner writing yields "a generalized overuse of all the formal categories of modality" (p. 72), that only German learners significantly overuse can and could, that only French learners overuse may, and that Swedish NS have an extremely high use of epistemic may.
While we do not debate Aijmer's findings, her methodology did not equip her for the necessary exploration of the linguistic mechanisms involved in learners' choices. Put differently, her design cannot really address any of the questions i to v. She does not take all factors into consideration that may contribute to the learners' uses, which means it is even possible that the learners in her data used the modals exactly as NS would have in the exact same context and that any the frequency differences are exclusively due to different context frequencies. While this may not be the only reason for the distributional differences obtained, Aijmer's design does notin fact, cannot -tease apart the effects of potentially conflicting forces; our proposal in Section 4, however, will help explore just that possibility.
Neff et al. (2003) went beyond Aijmer's in that it investigates the potential (pragmatic) meaning in L2 of the association of a subject pronoun (e.g. we), a modal verb (e.g. can, will) and a lexical verb. Like Aijmer, Neff et. al. (2003) used a contrastive methodological framework to investigate the uses of modals verbs (can, could, may, might and could) by writers from several L1 backgrounds. Also like Aijmer, Neff et al. (2003) used data extracted from the ICLE but they base their analysis on a wider selection of learner subcorpora including Dutch, French, German, Italian, and Spanish learner data. Neff et. al. used the American subsection of the LOCNESS corpus as the control native corpus. Generally, Neff et al. (2003: 215) identified the case of can as potentially interesting "since it is overused by all non-native writers." They further reported that the frequency of may by French learners stands out in comparison to the frequencies by all other NNS in the study. However, since their study only compared raw frequencies of occurrence with little regard to contextual features, they, like Aijmer or Collins (2009), can ultimately not address questions in i to v. Thus, such studies remain at a purely descriptive level, but even at that level, they are extremely coarse-grained.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we will briefly discuss the corpus data that we analyze in our case study and their annotation. Section 3 is then concerned with exemplifying the first methodological suggestion, the notion to combine multifactorial analysis and the study of relevant interactions, and how it addresses questions i, ii, and iii. Section 4 then develops and exemplifies a new procedure that addresses questions iv and v. Section 5 will summarize and conclude.
2
Data: corpora and annotation
2.1
Corpus data In this paper, we exemplify our methodological suggestions on the basis of data on the uses of may and can in two language varieties (i.e., native and learner English) and across two learner English varieties (i.e., French-and Chinese-English IL). In order to first identify characteristic patterns within the two learner varieties and then contrast those patterns across learner varieties, may and can were analyzed on the basis of a total of 81,408 data points, following from the annotation of 5088 occurrences of may and can in their respective contexts in corpora of written native, French-and Chinese-English IL according to features as described below.
The data consist of instances of may and can produced by native English speakers, nonnative English speakers whose first language is French and non-native English speakers whose first language is Chinese. The occurrences of may and can were extracted from three untagged corpora: the Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays (LOCNESS) and the French and Chinese subsections of the International Corpus Learner English (ICLE). The three corpora included in the study are comparable in that they all consist of essays of approximately 500 words, all dealing with similar topics such as crime, education, Europe, university degrees, among others. The non-native data consist of essays written by advanced English learners in their third and fourth year at university as students of English. Table 1 below lists the number of occurrences of the may and can throughout the entire data set, both in their affirmative and negated forms. 2.2 Data extraction and annotation The data were extracted using the software R (cf. R Development Core Team 2012). An R script was written to retrieve all occurrences of may and can from the data and to import the data into a spreadsheet software to allow for the annotation process which involved coding each occurrence of may/can according to a total of 16 co-occurring semantic and morpho-syntactic features and operationalized as variables. Each grammatical feature or variable was annotated for a range of levels. Table 2 presents an overview of the range of variables included in the study and their respective levels.
To ensure a thorough treatment of the data, each variable was encoded according to an encoding taxonomy established to allow for its measurement and its consistent treatment across the three sub-corpora. Throughout the annotation process, the assignment of semantic features to each occurrence of the two modals represented a crucial methodological step, particularly in relation to the variables VERBTYPE, VERBSEMANTICS, and ANIMTYPE. For example, the variable VERBTYPE marks the types of lexical verbs used alongside may and can following Vendler's (1957:143) point that the notion of time is crucially related to the use of a verb and is "at least important enough to warrant separate treatment". VERBSEMANTICS also targets lexical verbs used alongside may/can, identifying the type of information that they convey in terms of abstraction, action, communication, etc., and ANIMTYPE describes the animacy of the subject. The annotation of these latter two variables results from a careful bottom-up approach rather than any particular theoretical framework. Examples (1) and (2) illustrate the annotation of the levels abstract and mental/cognition for VERBSEMANTICS:
(1) for we may also let our imagination wander, disregarding the external concrete reality that imprisons us (ICLE-FR-UCL-0036.3) -abstract (2) her search for the final touch can be seen as a search for harmony (ICLE-FR-UCL-0039.2) -mental/cognitive 
Regressions and interactions in SLA/FLA research: a gentle introduction
In this section, we will explore the data on the choice of can vs. may by NS and NNS, we will discuss how to improve corpus-based SLA/FLA research by addressing questions i, ii, and iii using the statistical technique of multifactorial regressions involving interactions. Let us begin by briefly explaining the relevant statistical terms, multifactorial regression and interaction. A multifactorial regression is a statistical model that tries to predict a dependent variable (an outcome, here a binary linguistic choice: can vs. may) on the basis of multiple independent variables, or predictors, using a regression equation. This regression equation quantifies each predictor's importance ('does this predictor help make the prediction more accurate or not?') and direction of effect ('which of the two possible outcomes does this predictor make more likely?') and is, thus, a mathematical embodiment of a sentence such as If predictor A is "m" and predictor B is "n", then the speaker will probably choose x.
The null hypothesis in such a regression is that the predictors do not interact. That means, in a regression equation involving two predictors A and B, the default assumption is that A always has the same effect on the choice of x regardless of what B is, and vice versa. Let us look at an example on the basis of the can vs. may data. For the sake of simplicity we only study three predictors: ASPECT (neutral vs. perfect/progressive), NEGATION (affirmative vs. negative), and CORPUS (native vs. French vs. Chinese). A multifactorial regression model with these predictors, but without interactions, would be written as in (3): (3) FORM ~ CORPUS + ASPECT + NEGATION For our data, this multifactorial regression model is highly significant (Likelihood ratio=184.88, df=4, p<0.0001 ) but note what its results mean. As explained above, the regression results state for each predictor in the model how strongly and in which direction it affects the choice of can vs. may. In a way that is not relevant here (cf. Gries 2013), this allows the user to compute predicted probabilities for may, which are shown in Table 3 . While this model is multifactorial and, thus answers question i as well as satisfies the first above desideratum, it is not as revealing as it should be from the perspective of contrastive analysis. Table 3 shows that the choices of can vs. may differ depending on ASPECT (may is more likely with perfect/progressive), NEGATION (may is more likely in affirmative clauses), and the speakers' L1 (may is more likely in NL than in both ILs). What is then the problem of this model? The problem is that it does not reveal whether there are interactions. An interaction is when the assumption that the effect of a predictor on the choice of can vs. may is the same regardless of the other predictors. Maybe A has a particular effect on x when B is "n", but another effect on x when B is not "n", but the model in (3)/Table 3 cannot reveal this.
Two interactions scenarios, which are statistically identical, but conceptually / linguistically very different, are potentially relevant for such cases: first, the predictors that potentially interact may all be linguistic/conceptual descriptors of the situation in which a speaker made a linguistic choice. This is the case here with ASPECT and NEGATION. Thus, if those predictors interact, then that would mean that the probability of may in negated sentences is not the same in both aspects (0.122) but different. To determine whether such an interaction exists, one could fit, for instance, the model in (4), which includes the relevant interaction term: (4) FORM ~ CORPUS + ASPECT + NEGATION + ASPECT:NEGATION As the result in Table 4 indicates, this makes a huge difference: 3 The predicted probability of may with neutral aspect in Table 3 (0.211) is only similar to the one for affirmative clauses (0.234) but quite dissimilar to what is predicted for negated clauses (0.117). An analysis without interactions reporting the results of Table 3 would miss that the relationship between ASPECT and NEGATION is more complex than Table 3 suggests: the effect of ASPECT on can vs. may seems to depend also on NEGATION. Thus, this is a more precise way of answering question i. The second interaction scenario is at least as important as the above one for contrastive (IL) analysis. In this scenario, one predictor is of the same conceptual/linguistic nature as above, but the one it may interact with is the L1 of the speaker, here CORPUS. What does it mean if a predictor such as ASPECT interacts with CORPUS? It means that the effect of ASPECT is not the same across all L1s, and if that is not the question that any contrastive (IL) analysis would want to answer, what is? To determine whether this second type of interaction exists, one could fit, for instance, the model in (5), which includes both interactions that CORPUS can enter into: The results are shown in Table 5 and show very clearly the huge loss of information any researcher incurs who does not include this second type on interaction in their analysis. Now that these interactions have been included, we see that the large probability of may in perfective/progressive aspect listed in Table 3 (0.808) is a huge overgeneralization: the interaction CORPUS:ASPECT shows that the strong preference of perfective/progressive aspect for may really only holds for the NS. The NNS, by contrast, -and in particular the Chinese learners -behave completely differently. On the other hand, the predicted probability of may in affirmative clauses listed in Table 3 (0.241) is not too unproblematic: all three speaker groups have predicted probabilities of may that are not too far away from 0.241, 0.268, 0.237, and 0.214. Thus, some results of Table 3 can be taken at face value (the ones for affirmative clauses), some cannot at all (the ones for perfective/progressive aspect) but, needless to say, we hope, this cannot be inferred from Table 3 but only from a regression that is multifactorial and that includes the right kind of interactions, which is unfortunately hardly ever done in SLA/FLA research; only this type of regression can answer questions ii and iii. The next logical step would now be to fit the model in (6) to see whether the possible interaction of ASPECT:NEGATION shown in Table 4 is in fact the same in all three speaker groups. However, rather than discussing this model, we will immediately proceed to the much more realistic scenario, namely an analysis that does not just include two predictors and CORPUS but all the predictors we annotated the data for (recall Table 2 ). Some aspects of this analysis will be discussed in the next section.
3.2
Regressions and interactions in SLA/FLA research: a more realistic example In this section, we will discuss the results of a regression-based approach to can vs. may , but this time based on all the data discussed above. Specifically, we set the reference level of every categorical predictor to the most frequent level (to reduce the risk of collinearity; the ordinal predictor SUBJPERS was left in its ordinal ordering {1, 2, 3}) and then used an automatic iterative model-fitting procedure to find the best regression model for the corpus data. This process − was bidirectional in the sense that, at every step of the model selection process, − all predictors in the model were tested for whether their deletion would improve the model; and − all predictors not in the model were tested for whether their inclusion would improve the model; and − predictors were only deleted if they did not participate in higher-order terms in the model; − used AIC as the test criterion to decide how the model should be improved; − was constrained such that it would only be applied to cases without any missing data points and would only allow models between − the minimal model of only an overall intercept: FORM ~ 1; and − the maximal model of every predictor and its interaction with CORPUS. (cf. Given the above argumentation, this type of final model is interesting in two different ways. First, and trivially, it provides descriptive information on how well choices of may and can can be predicted on the basis of morpho-syntactic and semantic characteristics of their contexts in all of the corpora under consideration. This part of the results shows up as a set of significant main effects and interactions between them that do not involve CORPUS and that show how predictors influence the choice of can vs. may in the same direction and strength in both the NL and the IL data. Consider briefly two of these main effects illustrated in Figure 2 . Thus, the data show that may is more likely in declarative clauses (which differ significantly from interrogatives in this regard) and with third person subjects (which differ significantly from first and second person, which in turn are quite similar to each other in their dispreference for may). Since these results do not involve CORPUS, this effect is true of both the native and the learner data, which is also obvious from the closeness of the predicted probabilities of may for each corpus indicated by the first letters of the corpus ("native", "french", "chinese"); thus, again, this part of the results only answer question i.
What about questions ii and iii, which are more important from a contrastive perspective? What do the data reveal with regard to where and how the choices of differ from each other in the three corpora? Results answering these questions show up as significant interactions of a predictor with CORPUS; four such interactions are illustrated in Figure 3 . For instance, the interaction CORPUS:NEGATION reveals that, considering all annotated features at the same time, in affirmative clauses, the three types of NS are rather close together, but the Chinese learners use may somewhat less -in negative clauses, instances of may become less frequent in each corpus, but particularly for the Chinese and even more for the French. A similar result is obtained for CORPUS:ASPECT: with neutral aspect, the three corpora look very similar, but with perfect/progressive, the French and particularly the Chinese learners exhibit a much greater avoidance of may than the native speakers. With CORPUS:SUBJECTANIMACY, the main component of the interaction is that the French learners use may with inanimate subjects much more than with animate ones and that that change is greater than for the NS. Finally, the interaction CORPUS:VERBTYPE shows that different verb types do not seem to result in great differences for the Chinese learners; the French learners have a similar usage profile for accomplishments/achievements but use may more with states, but the NSs' preference for may with states is even much higher. This level of precision is impossible to come by without the kind of multifactorial regression with interactions advocated here. Thus, it is only this approach that really allows us to speculate on what the motivations for the different findings are. Deshors (2010) argued that many of the differences between the NS and the French learners could be related to Rohdenburg's (1996) complexity principle, which postulates that, in more complex environments, speakers favor more explicit variants over less explicit ones. In her data and the present ones as well, we can recognize tendencies that, in more complex situations, learners resort to the overall more default modal can, which is arguably the default given that − it is generally more frequent in terms of its token frequency of occurrence in corpora; − it is used in a larger variety of contexts (i.e., exhibits a larger type frequency of uses); − it is acquired earlier.
For instance, negated clauses are arguably more complex than their affirmative counterparts, if only for the additional morpho-syntactic material. A similar argument can be made for CORPUS:ASPECT: once morphologically more complex aspectual structures are used, both learners fall back on can more often than the NS. In the case of Chinese English learners, and in line with Ellis & Sagarra's (2001) finding on L2 learners' attentional biases to language, differences between the Chinese and English aspect systems may explain the existence of may/can co-occurrence patterns characteristic of Chinese-English IL. This view is mainly based on Xiao & McEnery's (2004:3) 
statement that "[e]ven though both languages [English and
Chinese] mark aspect, the aspect system in these two languages differs significantly." More specifically,
[w]hile English and Chinese both have a progressive viewpoint, it is used differently in the two languages (…). Chinese does not have the perfect, yet English does. Also, the English simple aspect does not correspond to the perfective viewpoint in Chinese (Xiao & McEnery 2002:3) With regard to French, progressive aspect is generally marked using the phrase en train de (i.e., in the process of) instead of a morphological marker as it is the case in English. Similarly to Chinese learners, the lack of a verbal morphological marker for progressive aspect in French could explain (I) French English learners' tendency to use can more frequently than may in such contexts and (ii) why French and Chinese English learners behave similarly in relation to aspect.
Thus, the combination of a multifactorial approach with the necessary interactions with CORPUS has a lot to offer and should replace the descriptively much simpler and, thus, lacking mere frequency-based descriptions of over-and underuse. These are still too frequent in the literature -but see Tono (2004) for a rare exemplary approach that is similar in spirit to oursbut not equipped to deal with all the complexities and details learner corpora have to offer.
4
The MuPDAR approach towards differences between NL and IL
The MuPDAR approach: an overview This section is concerned with our methodological suggestions concerning questions iv and v and focuses on what a NS would do in the exact situation the learner is in and how, if at all, NS
choices differ from what the learners did. The statistical approach, which we refer to as Multifactorial Prediction and Deviation Analysis with Regressions (MuPDAR) is a bit complex but builds conceptually upon the regression approach discussed in the previous section. Given the complexity of the method, we first explain it with a flowchart in Figure 4 . Thus, the first steps are old hats: we first generated a concordance of , here, can and may in both NL and NNS/IL data and annotated it for the relevant features that govern the choice of modal verb. Then we fit a first regression R 1 only on the NS data, from which we derive a regression equation that allows us to make predictions of modal verb choices. If that fit is good, R 1 is then applied to the IL data (either one or more IL varieties). This returns for every choice in the IL data a prediction of can or may and, thus, answers the question, "given all the features of the linguistic/contextual situation that the NNS is in right now, what would a NS use, can or may?" Now, each prediction can be interpreted on two levels of granularity. The left part of Figure 4 takes the predicted probability of may and turns it into a categorical prediction: when the predicted probability of may is ≥ 0.5, one says the analysis predicts may, otherwise it predicts can. Thus, for every case, there are two possibilities: the learner chose what is predicted as a NS choice (which we note in a new vector Chk as "nat") or not (which we note in Chk as "for"). Then we have two analytical possibilities: (i) we can compare Chk either to every annotated feature in isolation, i.e., cross-tabulate (i) ASPECT with Chk, (ii) NEGATION with Chk, and even (iii) CORPUS with Chk (if we had more than one learner variety), … This would show us (i) which levels of ASPECT give rise to learners not doing what NS would do, (ii) which levels of NEGATION give rise to learners not doing what NS would do, and, crucially, which learner variety is more or less successful at doing what NS would do. The second analytical possibility would be a logistic regression in which all features are used to predict when NNS do not choose what NS would have, which can then be interpreted as reflecting the difficulty of features for learners (of particular varieties).
The second level of granularity is the more precise one and is shown in the right part of Figure 4 . In the approach above, the predicted predicted probability of may was transformed into a categorical choice, which means that a prediction that a NS would use may with a probability of 0.51 is treated the same as a prediction that a NS would use may with a probability of 0.92 (because both values are ≥ 0.5). The second approach here proceeds differently. For every case, we record the probability p with which may is predicted. Then, a vector Dev (for deviations) is created, which is set to 0 whenever the NNS did what was predicted for the NS. But whenever the NNS did not do what was predicted as what a NS would do, the value of Dev is set to p-0.5.
Let us briefly explain the reason for this step: if the NS model R 1 makes a relatively weak prediction of may with a predicted probability of may of say 0.6. Then, if a NNS chose can, i.e. not what the NS would have said, the vector Dev's element for this case is set to 0.6-0.5=0.1. If, on the other hand, the NS model R 1 makes a very strong prediction of can with a predicted probability of may of, say, 0.1, then, if the NNS chose may, i.e. not what the NS would have said, the vector Dev's element for this case is set to 0.1-0.5=-0.4. Thus, what this step does is to create a vector Dev that quantifies how much the NNS's choice was off from what a NS would have done in the exact same multifactorial situation: Dev-values of 0 mean the learner got it right; Dev-values other than 0 mean the NNS did not make the predicted NS choice, and the deviation of each Dev-value from 0 indicates how much the NNS was 'off', with the maxima being 0.5 and -0.5. For instance, if the prediction from R 1 is 99.9% that the NS would choose may but the NNS chose can, then the NNS is off by nearly the theoretical maximum: 0.999-0.5=0.499.
Once all values of Dev have been defined as above, fit a linear regression R 2 that tries to predict Dev -i.e. where and how much the NNS deviate in their modal verb uses from what NS would do -on the basis of all the annotated linguistic parameters. If the fit of R 2 is good -i.e., if one can say that R 2 captures well where the NNS go wrong and how -then determine which of the annotated features yield the largest and smallest Dev-values because it is those features that reveal where the NNS still deviate most from what NS would do (in the context of all predictors involved) and that can thus be seen as being the most difficult for them.
After this complex explanation, we will now discuss the results of this approach when applied to the present data. To keep the level of complexity manageable, we will only apply R 1 to the data of the French learners, not also (contrastively) to those of the Chinese learners (but see below), and only pursue the more fine-grained analysis.
4.2
The MuPDAR approach: some results We first fit the NS model R 1 to only the NS data and obtained a highly significant logistic regression model with a good fit: Likelihood ratio=449. 34, df=32, p<10 -75 . There was no sign of overdispersion (p χ2 >0.9) and all variance inflation factors were <10. The classificatory power of the model was good, in fact better than that of the model on all three corpora: Nagelkerke's R 2 =0.33, C=0.8, and its classification accuracy was 0.79. Given the good fit, we undertook the next step and applied R 1 to the 1497 complete cases of the French learners. As a result of this, we obtained the predicted probabilities of may and thus the choices of may and can that the NS model says the French learners should make (to sound native-like). On the whole, and this is reassuring, the French learners behaved a lot like the NS data suggest, as is shown in Table 6 . Following the procedure, we then generated a vector Dev, which, given how well the French learners did on the whole, had the expected distribution: its median is 0, its mean is very close to 0 (-0.037), and the central 80% of the data are 0s. Thus, we then fit a linear regression model (with the same approach as above) to determine how well the learners' deviations from the native-like behavior can be predicted from the factors that govern the use of may and can. As it turns out, they can be predicted very well: adj. R 2 =0.94; F=359.6; df= 64, 1432, and p<0.001, which means we could begin to explore which features give rise to the non-nativeness of the French NNS. The first and most general finding is that the French learners had much fewer difficulties with can than with may, which is not surprising given can's status as the more general and less restricted form. This also means that the most interesting findings of the above procedure involves interactions of predictors with FORM, i.e., interactions that can reveal which factors were unproblematic with can but problematic with may which is why, for the sake of comparability, we discuss four significant interactions that are related to those discussed in Section 3. Consider Figure 5 .
The results are quite interesting, both in general and in how they relate to, but also complement, the results for the French learners from Section 3. With regard to FORM:NEGATION, we saw above that French speakers disprefer may much more in negative clauses than in affirmative ones, and we could see that that was how they differed from NS -now we also see that this is one of the main areas where they go wrong; in this case, both types of results lead to the same conclusion.
The interaction FORM:ASPECT, however, shows that this second approach does not merely replicate the results of the first. We saw above that, with neutral aspect, the French learners' predicted probability of may was the same as that of the NS, but that with perfect/progressive aspect, they dispreferred may more than the NS. The present analysis offers a more precise What about FORM:SUBJECTANIMACY? Again, the uses of can are very much on target, but when it comes to may, the French learners are still a long way from the NS' patterning, especially with animate subjects. Finally, FORM:VERBTYPE: as usual, may is the problem for the learners, but not uniformly across verb types. For instance, learners' choices of may with state verbs are significantly more on track than those with other verbs. If we compare this result to Figure 3 above, we also note how the current approach results in a finer resolution. Figure 3 showed that the predicted probability of may with process verbs did not differ between NS and French NNS. However, R 1 in Section 3 and its results in Figure 3 do not reveal how many of these choices then were wrong and how much so - Figure 5 , however, shows that very clearly. While the overall predicted probability of may with process verbs is the same for English and French speakers, the latter are much more often wrong in that context.
In sum, the procedure developed in this section nicely complements the more standard regression approach outlined in Section 3. The former served to highlight how analytical approaches from research on alternations in L1 can be incorporated into SLA research, with a particular emphasis on (i) including many contextual factors at the same time and on (ii) the idea that NL and IL varieties must be allowed to interact statistically with all other factors/predictors. This was then shown to reveal the factors that drive speakers' choices in the data as a whole and, more importantly, contrastively between NL and IL varieties. However, what it does not show that well is to what degree the different weights of the factors lead the learner to make wrong decisions on a case-by-case basis, which is what the MuPDAR approach in this section targets, and we have seen how well deviations from the native target can be identified and how they can reveal the linguistic characteristics that result in learners' foreign-soundingness. One natural extension of this approach involves (i) not just studying one IL variety but more and then (ii) adding the predictor Corpus to R 2 . Gries & Wulff (2013) applied our MuPDAR logic to the phenomenon of prenominal order (big red ball vs. red big ball) and showed how interactions of Corpus and other predictors in R 2 then reveal how learner varieties differ in how they deviate from NS choices.
5
Concluding remarks
Contrastive studies occupy a central place in SLA research and its importance to the analysis of over-/underuses cannot be overestimated. To reiterate: in this paper, we attempted to raise its methodological profile by (i) formulating five questions that we believe should govern contemporary corpus-based SLA research and then (ii) proposing three main improvements which help address these question at a level of detail that has hitherto been rare: − multifactoriality: instead of the still common monofactorial analysis of over-/underuses, we propose to use the type of multifactorial statistical tools that have taken corpus-based research on choices, or alternations, by storm. More specifically, instead of the mere counting of (over-/under-) uses of a particular expression and comparing its frequencies across native and interlanguage varieties (sometimes in connection with other individual linguistic features), we propose to annotate the relevant uses for a multitude of characteristics and subject them to multifactorial methods. This multifactorial perspective is also more appropriate from a cognitive or usage-/exemplar-based or Competition Model perspective in which language learning, representation, and processing is characterized as clouds in, or movement through, multidimensional exemplar space or weightings of cues and should, therefore, appeal in particular to scholars who approach SLA from this theoretical perspective. − interactivity: instead of just exploring one predictor or entering all predictors into a regression without interactions, we propose that it is absolutely essential to include a predictor representing the varieties in question (CORPUS, in the present study) in the regression model as well as, crucially, its interactions with all other predictors. This is analogous to how TIME or TIMESTAGE should be a predictor in diachronic analyses that is allowed to interact with all other predictors so that changes over time can be tracked reliably (cf. Jankowski 2004 for a case where this has not happened and Gries & Hilpert 2010 for an example where it has). − MuPDAR: the statistical analysis of how NNS deviate from choices NS would most likely have made. This method helps to identify -again in a multifactorial way that is compatible with contemporary exemplar-based approaches -the areas or, more technically, combinations of predictors or cues (in the parlance of the Competition Model) where learners deviate from the desired native-like performance most drastically and which in turn informs contrastive analysis.
Note also that the MuPDAR approach is quite versatile and can yield completely new findings in many different research scenarios -basically whenever one 'thing' can be considered a standard or target against which other 'things' are compared. Apart from SLA/FLA applications such as the one above, the following applications come to mind: − how (much) do different, say, English varieties differ from BrE as the mother variety with regard to phenomenon P (e.g., verb-construction associations) and how do these findings relate to evolutionary models of New Englishes (cf. Schneider 2003); − how (much) does the Spanish of heritage speakers differ from 'standard' peninsular or, in the US, Mexican Spanish speakers and learners of Spanish with regard to phenomenon P (e.g., the use of reverse constructions with gustar) and how does this relate to theories that compare NS, HS, and NNs of Spanish? − how (much) does a child's production of phenomenon P differ from the patterns in childdirected speech (at different points in time)?
At this point, there is no reason why this approach should not be extendable to matters of pronunciation or lexical choices -the comparison of different groups of data by two subsequent regression is an extremely powerful tool.
While the main point of this paper is not to downplay previous work, we do believe that corpus-based SLA research needs to follow the most recent developments in quantitative corpus linguistics. If anything, learner corpus research is more complex than native-language corpus research, given how learner patterns are less stable/consistent and less predictable than those of NS while all factors that make NS corpus research difficult still apply. In addition, and bearing in mind that beyond learners' L1, extra-linguistic factors such as level of proficiency or time spent abroad also interfere with learners' linguistic choices, the use of statistical methods such as regression (which is compatible with the analysis of such types of factors) can help us investigate linguistic and non-linguistic aspects of SLA alongside one another in an integrated and unified fashion. Ultimately, it is clear that the use of powerful techniques is all the more important for the field to evolve and advance, a goal to which we hope the present paper has contributed.
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We intentionally phrase these questions with regard to speakers' overt behavior -their objectively observable linguistic choices -in order to avoid the potential misunderstanding that we are jumping from corpus data to online psychological processing. 2
We are disregarding here the large body of multifactorial work done by Crossley, Jarvis, and collaborators (cf. in particular Jarvis & Crossley 2012). While this work involves sophisticated statistical analyses, its focus is not so much on understanding any one particular lexical or grammatical choice in detail; rather, the approach proceeds from an often large number of automatically generated statistics describing texts to the detection of L1s or the perceived quality of non-native writings. Put differently and as will become clearer below, in many of these studies, the native language is the dependent variable to be predicted -in our work, it is a predictor. By the same token, we are disregarding work such as Szmrecsanyi & Kortmann (2011) on the question of whether a given learner variety's typological profile can be predicted based on the profile of the learner's L1. Similarly to the work done by Jarvis and collaborators, Szmrecsanyi & Kortmann's focus is not one particular linguistic choice but the analysis of part-of-speech frequencies and Greenberg-inspired index values in order to gauge typological profiles of learner varieties. 3
We leave aside here the issue of whether the interaction is significant since this beside the point we are trying to make, namely that one needs to check the interaction, not blindly assume its absence.
